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Abstract

In this study, we proposed a novel minutia patch embedding network (MinNet) model for latent fingerprint recognition task. Embedding vectors generated for a fixed-size patch extracted around a minutia are used in the local similarity assignment algorithm to produce a global similarity match score. Unlike earlier minutia embedding models that aim to discriminate between latent image and sensor image minutia pair embeddings using $\ell_2$ distance between the embedding vectors in the training process, MinNet model jointly optimizes the spatial and angular distribution of neighboring minutiae and ridge flows of the patches. Even though the proposed model is trained using weakly labeled training data, it produces state-of-the-art results thanks to it ability to generate discriminative embeddings. Proposed method has been evaluated on several public and private datasets and compared to popular latent fingerprint recognition methods presented in earlier studies. Our proposed method significantly outperforms existing methods on all three databases utilized in our study.

1. Introduction

Biometric security systems are used in the identification or verification of an individual using his/her biological, morphological or behavioral characteristics [4,9,23]. While biological biometrics uses the genetic and molecular characteristics of individuals (e.g. DNA), morphological biometry is related to the person’s physical characteristics such as fingerprint, palm print, iris and face, to name a few. Behavioral biometrics systems, on the other hand, utilize behavioral characteristics (person’s gait, voice etc.) specific to each person. For the past several decades, fingerprint recognition systems have been the most widely adopted biometrics in the world due to the ease of data acquisition process and the cost effectiveness of the overall system. Some of the popular application domains of the fingerprint recognition systems include law enforcement & forensic agencies, border control, social security, and national ID programs.

Fingerprint recognition task can be described as the retrieval of mate of a query fingerprint within a database of reference prints. Fingerprint images can be broadly classified into 3 categories; rolled, slap/plain and latent [4, 9]. While rolled fingerprints are typically larger in size and contain larger number of minutia, plain fingerprints are often less distorted and have clear ridges. Since rolled and slap images are in general collected using digital fingerprint scanners under the supervision of an enforcement officer, they usually have high image quality. However, latent fingerprint scans are collected from the crime scene through a variety of means; from photographing the scene to more complex dusting and chemical processing [9]. Therefore, latent images generally have low image quality and contain unclear ridge structure, deformations and artifacts that would render the overall fingerprint recognition task more difficult.

Many early research on fingerprint recognition subject treated fingerprint matching as a 2D minutiae point cloud matching task aimed at resolving a global alignment problem leading to an optimal minutia pairings [19, 21]. However, these global matching methods were computationally expensive and lacked robustness against distortions and missing minutiae. To remedy these problems, local descriptor based fingerprint matching methods were developed utilizing only spatial coordinates and angle information associated with each minutia in their analysis [3, 4, 16]. In these approaches, local descriptors extracted within a fixed neighborhood of minutiae are used to measure similarity of images corresponding to rolled and slap fingerprint impressions. Even though, these methods were efficient and worked well for datasets containing sensor images, their performance was considerably lower for latent fingerprint images. Several studies have proposed methods to improve local descriptor based method’s performance in latent fingerprint recognition using features beyond minutiae such as ridge counts, orientation maps [18, 27]. More recently, [17] proposed a deformation tolerant extension of local descriptor algorithms that can handle non-linear distortion present
in latent images. This algorithm performs clustering of matching minutiae in an iterative process, in which algorithm finds multiple overlapping clusters of matching minutiae and the best clusters are merged to deal with the non-linear distortion of the fingerprints.

For the past several years, we have seen a surge in the automatic latent fingerprint recognition research using deep learning techniques [1, 2, 7, 24]. Many methods have been proposed towards subtasks of latent fingerprint recognition such as latent image minutia extraction, latent image quality assessment, orientation field estimation and minutia descriptor generation tasks using various convolutional neural network (CNN) based architectures [7, 24]. For instance, in a recent study [26], authors utilized deep learning techniques for joint estimation of pose and singular points in fingerprints. Another study [7] considers latent image quality assessment task using deep learning techniques. [1] utilized CNNs to calculate ridge flow, extract minutia descriptors and minutiae templates of sensor and latent images, and used these descriptors and templates to produce match scores. In another study, [2] proposed and end-to-end latent fingerprint recognition system, which performs automatic segmentation of latent print region, pre-processing, features extraction and matching operations, sequentially. Tang et al. [24] proposed a unified framework named FingerNet for minutiae extraction task along with orientation field estimation, latent print segmentation, and latent print enhancement. These earlier works show the great potential of utilizing deep neural networks in the latent fingerprint recognition task.

This paper presents a novel method for latent fingerprint recognition task using a deep learning based local descriptor generation model, MinNet. Unlike earlier approaches presented in [1, 2], proposed local descriptor model learn to represent local ridge flow and spatial/angular minutiae distribution around a fixed neighborhood of a minutiae simultaneously through a novel cost function. Earlier local descriptor generator methods were designed to discriminate between fixed-size image patches extracted around minutiae using an \( \ell_2 \) difference between latent and sensor embeddings for these patches. Proposed method has been evaluated on several datasets and compared to earlier latent fingerprint recognition works presented in recent years [2, 3, 17].

The contributions of the paper are as follows:

- Proposed a novel local descriptor generation model that not only captures the local ridge flow information around each minutiae but it also captures the spatial and angular distribution of neighboring minutiae.

- Proposed model is able to work very well for both latent fingerprint and sensor fingerprint recognition tasks, and it produces state-of-the-art results on both sensor-to-sensor and latent-to-sensor image matches as shown in our experiments.

- Weakly supervised minutiae pairings from different impressions of the same finger are utilized to train a model without any labor intensive minutiae labeling process.

- Two novel latent datasets are created to evaluate the proposed methods’ latent fingerprint recognition performance.

We also want to emphasize that the proposed MinNet local descriptor generator model is trained using only rolled
and slap fingerprint images and tested on latent fingerprint recognition task.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain the details of the proposed method. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed technique on real-world datasets, we conduct experimental analysis in section 3. Finally, section 4 presents the conclusions of this study.

2. Methods

2.1. Descriptor Generation

Local Patches: Local ridge flows, spatial and angular distributions of neighboring minutiae provide the distinctive information for a fixed size patch extracted around a minutia of interest. In order to match minutiae in latent and sensor fingerprints, encoding the information around the minutia to descriptors is essential. We generate the minutia descriptor with our network MinNet from a local patch cropped around of the minutia as shown in Fig. 2e and 2f. However, before cropping the patch, we enhance fingerprint image to eliminate noise and to enhance local ridge flow. After the enhancement operation, we segment fingerprint region from the image to remove the unnecessary background. To this end, we extract segmentation masks, enhancement maps and minutiae using FingerNet [25] algorithm that is trained for latent fingerprint minutiae extraction task. This allows us to bring latent fingerprints and sensor fingerprints into the same domain as illustrated in Fig. 2c and 2d. Last step of minutia patch generation is rotating the patch with minutia angle (counterclockwise) so that the minutia angle aligns with horizontal +x axis, which is needed to make descriptors rotation invariant.

Label Generation: We train the proposed MinNet model using a private dataset composed of matching rolled and slap fingerprint images. During the training stage, matching minutia pairs from rolled and slap fingerprints of the same finger are used to extract patches around the minutiae. Since the annotation of matching minutia pairs is a labor intensive task, we generated minutia pairs using our own implementation of minutia cylinder coding (MCC) algorithm [3]. In order to eliminate noisy ground truth pairs, we utilized only images pairs with high global matching score (note that this is MCC matching score) and selected top 8 minutia pairs that have the highest local similarity scores in the MCC algorithm.

Descriptor Generator: In the training stage, proposed MinNet model aims to generate similar embedding vectors for the patches of the same minutia from different fingerprint impressions while increasing the dissimilarity of embedding vectors corresponding to non-matching minutia patches. To achieve this objective, we utilized additive angular margin loss (AAM) [5] in our model training process as discussed in the next paragraphs.

\[
L_A = -\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} e^{(s \times \cos(\theta_{i,j}) + m)} + \sum_{j=1, j \neq y_i}^{n} e^{s \times \cos(\theta_{i,j})}
\]

Additive angular margin loss is built upon cross entropy loss and softmax operations as shown in Eq. 1. This loss function requires a linear layer at the end of the backbone as shown in the lower branch of Fig. 1. That linear layer contains weight vectors \(W_i\) for each class. In training stage, degree between a class vector \(x_i\) and class weight \(W_i\) decreases, while the degree between different class vector \(x_i\) and class weight \(W_j\) increases to a margin \(m\) at least. Since the linear layer is not used after training, it is removed from the model. We set the margin \(m\) parameter of the additive margin loss of Eq. 1 as 28.6 degree, and scale parameter \(s\) is chosen as 16 in the training stage.

Minutia Map: Relative positions and angles of neighbouring minutiae with respect to a minutia of interest provides discriminative information for matching local minutia patches. Since, this knowledge provides better matching performance, we encode positions and angles of the minutiae within the local patches. Instead of passing apriori derived minutiae neighbourhood information directly into the model, our model learns to reconstruct the neighboring minutiae from the generated descriptor. In this way, MinNet model gains the ability to encode neighbour minutiae’s positional and angular information explicitly.

Reconstruction of neighboring minutiae for a patch is performed with Minutia Segmentation branch as illustrated in 1. Segmentation branch of MinNet generates segmentation map by using the feature map produced by the backbone. Descriptor generation branch performs global aver-
We used Adam [11] optimizer with batch size of 512. We trained the model for 200 epochs using a learning rate of 1e-3.

2.2. Matching Algorithm

Once the embedding vectors are generated for each minutia of latent and sensor fingerprints, we measure the local similarity between latent minutia embedding ($v_i$) and sensor minutia embedding ($v_j$) using cosine similarity measure shown in Eq. 5.

$$s(v_i, v_j) = \frac{v_i^T \cdot v_j}{\|v_i\| \|v_j\|} \quad (5)$$

Therefore, for a given sensor and latent minutia embedding templates $A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_M\}$ and $B = \{b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_N\}$, respectively:
- $s(a, b)$ denote the local similarity between minutia $a \in A$ and $b \in B$, with $s(\cdot) : A \times B \to [-1, 1]$,
- $\Gamma \in [0,1]^{M \times N}$ denote the similarity matrix corresponding to embedding templates $A$ and $B$ containing the local similarity between minutia embeddings with $\Gamma[r, c] = s(a_r, b_c)$.

When comparing two minutiae embedding templates (corresponding to latent image and sensor image), a global score value denoting the overall similarity needs to be obtained from these local similarities. In this study, we utilized local similarity assignment (LSA) algorithm to generate global similarity score value. Hungarian algorithm [12] is used to solve the linear assignment problem on matrix $\Gamma$ to find the set of $n_P$ pairs $P = \{(r_i, c_i)\}$ that would maximize global score without considering the same minutiae more than once. Global score, also known as match score, is computed as in Eq. 6. In our experiments, we set $n_P$ parameter equal to $\min(12, \min(N, M))$, where $N$ and $M$ corresponds to template size of $A$ and $B$, respectively. Note that in our matching algorithm we intentionally not added a global relationship checking approach for paired minutiae such as Local Similarity Sort with Relaxation (LSS-R) presented in [3]. Due to distortions present in latent images, comptability among minutiae relationships tends to low, hence, degrades the performance of the local similarity obtained using minutiae embedding vectors.

$$\Gamma(A, B) = \frac{\sum_{(r, c) \in P} \Gamma[r, c]}{n_P} \quad (6)$$

3. Experiments

In this section, we first describe the datasets used in the training and test stages of the proposed algorithm. Next, we report the performance results of the proposed method on test datasets and compare it with the performance of the existing methods on these datasets.
3.1. Datasets

In this study, several public and private fingerprint databases are utilized in the training and test stages of the proposed method. Since NIST SD27 [8] latent test set is not accessible, we utilized 2 new test databases that are generated by applying a CycleGAN based latent emulation model on selected images from 2 public datasets (FVC 2000-2004 Dataset [13–15] and Tsinghua Distorted Fingerprint Dataset [22]) in addition to a large private database (EGM Test Dataset) consisting of 5560 latent and rolled image pairs. While these new databases are significantly smaller in size compared to EGM Test dataset, they are comparable in size to popular databases such as NIST SD27 [8] and IIIT-D Latent Fingerprint dataset [20]. Table 1 presents an overview of the datasets used in this study and in earlier studies. These emulated datasets will be made publicly available in the link.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>No. of Latents</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NIST SD27 [8]</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>Latent-Rolled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGM Test Dataset</td>
<td>5560</td>
<td>Latent-Rolled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVC Latent</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>Latent-Slap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsinghua Latent</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>Latent-Latent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. An overview of the datasets used in this study and other private datasets used in the literature. Note that all the datasets listed above has 1-to-1 pairing images.

CycleGAN is generally used for transferring characteristics from one image to another without paired examples of transformation in between source and target domain. We trained CycleGAN on our private dataset (consisting of 2200 latent images that are not included in EGM Test dataset) to transfer characteristics of latent fingerprints such as noise and deformation to slap and roll fingerprints. In order to generate a latent dataset, firstly, the images in the FVC dataset are given to input of the CycleGAN and the fingerprint image is synthesized with the latent characteristics extracted from the output of the CycleGAN. After transferring image characteristic from latent to slap fingerprint images, random rotation and distortion are applied to the image to change minutiae spatial position between generated latent fingerprint and slap fingerprint images. Fingerprints were selected based on the difference in the number of minutiae between the original slap fingerprint and the generated latent fingerprint. After the minutiae based selection, the one-to-one dataset is randomly selected with respect to different impressions from the FVC dataset. Fig. 4 presents several samples from this emulated dataset. We have utilized databases from 2000 to 2004 to generate a FVC-Latent test dataset comprising of 316 images.

Training Dataset (Private): This is a private dataset obtained from General Directorate of Citizenship Affairs (NVI) in Ankara, Turkey. Dataset consists of 10-print images belonging to 4716 individuals, and contains 34814 distinct rolled and slap fingerprint images of the same finger collected with digital optical scanners. We want to emphasize that proposed methods’ training process utilized only images from this sensor dataset, hence, no latent fingerprint is used in the training stage of the MinNet model. As mentioned in section 2, a custom implementation of MCC algorithm is used to determine the matching minutiae pairs (with only 8 minutia pairs with high local similarity scores in MCC) for rolled and slap impressions.

EGM Test Dataset (Private): This is a private dataset obtained from General Directorate of Police (EGM) in Ankara, Turkey. Dataset consists of 5560 latent fingerprint images along with their corresponding rolled image for the same finger. These rolled images are collected using inkpad and optical scanners. Fig. 3 presents sample latent-rolled image pairs from this dataset.

FVC-Latent Test Dataset (Public): FVC is a multi-dataset collected using various sensor technologies such as optical, thermal and capacitive [13–15]. These datasets have been provided for benchmarking purposes in algorithm performance evaluation. To extend these datasets for the latent fingerprint recognition study, we generate latent like images of some images of these public datasets using a deep learning based general adversarial network model. To this end, we trained a CycleGAN [28] model and applied random distortion, random rotation and selection operations, sequentially, on the sensor image to emulate latent images.

CycleGAN is generally used for transferring characteristics from one image to another without paired examples of transformation in between source and target domain. We trained CycleGAN on our private dataset (consisting of 2200 latent images that are not included in EGM Test dataset) to transfer characteristics of latent fingerprints such as noise and deformation to slap and roll fingerprints. In order to generate a latent dataset, firstly, the images in the FVC dataset are given to input of the CycleGAN and the fingerprint image is synthesized with the latent characteristics extracted from the output of the CycleGAN. After transferring image characteristic from latent to slap fingerprint images, random rotation and distortion are applied to the image to change minutiae spatial position between generated latent fingerprint and slap fingerprint images. Fingerprints were selected based on the difference in the number of minutiae between the original slap fingerprint and the generated latent fingerprint. After the minutiae based selection, the one-to-one dataset is randomly selected with respect to different impressions from the FVC dataset. Fig. 4 presents several samples from this emulated dataset. We have utilized databases from 2000 to 2004 to generate a FVC-Latent test dataset comprising of 316 images.

Tsinghua-Latent Test Dataset (Public): This dataset is an extension of the Tsinghua Distorted Fingerprint Database images provided in [22]. Similar to the FVC-Latent test dataset, we applied CycleGAN model on the original and distorted images to generate corresponding synthetic latent images. Original dataset provides 320 pairs

Figure 3. Pairs of rolled (left) and latent (right) images from EGM dataset; (a)-(b) and (c)-(d)

https://github.com/FingerGeneration/Generated_Latent_Fingerprint_Dataset
of normal fingerprints and distorted fingerprints from 185 different fingers, but we discovered that there are only 168 unique fingers in this database. Therefore, our generated database consists of one to one latent image pairs for 168 unique fingers. Fig. 5 presents several samples from this emulated dataset.

3.2. Results

This section reports the performance of the proposed algorithm for 3 test datasets discussed in section 3.1. When comparing the proposed approach with existing methods presented in [2] and [17], we utilized either the executable or SDK provided by the authors. Since the windows executable of the deformable minutia clustering (DMC) algorithm provided by [17] took approximately 0.55 second to finish one latent-to-sensor image comparison, we ran DMC only for 100 random sensor images (inclusive of corresponding sensor image) per each latent image in EGM test dataset. Therefore, DMC algorithm results are expected to be lower than our reported results for EGM test dataset. For the other test sets, we ran DMC on the whole set. In terms of the MCC algorithm [3], we utilized our in-house developed MCC variant that has some modifications to the original MCC algorithm, which also performs better than author provided SDK on these datasets. In our experiments, we utilized minutiae extracted using FingerNet [25] algorithm when evaluating the performance of MCC [3], DMC [17] and the proposed method.

3.2.1 EGM Test Dataset Results:

For this dataset, we generated a match score for each latent image by comparing it to 5560 sensor images in our database. Table 2 presents a comparison of rank-1, rank-5 and rank-10 accuracy values of our proposed method along with methods of [2], [17] and [3]. Rank-1 performance of the proposed method is considerably higher than that of the existing methods. Table also shows the result of MinNet model without the Minutiae Segmentation Maps (MinNet w/o Seg.), which has a rank-1 value lower than the original MinNet model. This shows the positive impact of encoding positional and angular local minutiae information when creating the patch embedding vector. Fig. 6 shows the cumulative match characteristic curve (CMC) for methods listed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>EGM Test Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rank-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC [17]</td>
<td>44.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC [3]</td>
<td>80.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>85.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinNet w/o Seg.</td>
<td>89.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinNet w Seg.</td>
<td>92.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Rank-1, rank-5 and rank-10 identification accuracy values for EGM Test Dataset using the proposed method and earlier methods in the literature.
3.2.2 FVC-Latent Test Dataset Results:

A match score is generated for each latent image in the FVC-Latent Test dataset by comparing it to 316 sensor images within the database. Table 3 presents a comparison of rank-1, rank-5 and rank-10 accuracy values of our proposed method along with methods of [2], [17] and [3]. Fig. 7.(a) illustrates top 15 minutia matches corresponding to latent and sensor image. Fig. 7.(b) shows the similarity rankings for several query patches of latent image. Green color and blue color indicates that patch is a genuine matching and impostor matching patch of the sensor image, respectively. As shown in the figure, genuine matching patches achieve the highest similarity scores. Fig. 8 shows the cumulative match characteristic curve (CMC) for methods listed in Table 4. As evident from these results, reducing the embedding size from original value of 256 negatively impacts the overall recognition accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>FVC Latent Rank-1</th>
<th>FVC Latent Rank-5</th>
<th>FVC Latent Rank-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMC [17]</td>
<td>20.90</td>
<td>31.33</td>
<td>38.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC [3]</td>
<td>72.23</td>
<td>80.13</td>
<td>83.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>65.61</td>
<td>74.44</td>
<td>77.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinNet w/o Seg.</td>
<td>93.98</td>
<td>96.83</td>
<td>97.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinNet w Seg.</td>
<td>95.57</td>
<td>97.15</td>
<td>97.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Rank-1, rank-5 and rank-10 identification accuracy values for FVC-Latent Test Dataset using the proposed method and earlier methods in the literature.

Proposed methods outperforms earlier proposed methods by a large margin. This is due to the ability of the proposed method to generate discriminative embeddings of patches around each minutia. We noticed a significant performance drop in the method of [2] due to auto-encoders (AEC) poor performance on minutia extraction. Even though FingerNet algorithm was able to extract minutias for this dataset without any problems, AEC performed poorly in minutia extraction for some images.

In order to analyze the effect of embedding size on the overall recognition performance, we added linear layer at the end of the pre-trained MinNet to decrease embedding size. Freezing pre-trained MinNet prevents decreasing contribution of neighboring minutiae information over the minutia descriptor. For this reason, we froze pre-trained MinNet model while training the initialized linear layer with new weights. Table 4 presents rank-1, rank-5 and rank-10 accuracy results over FVC Latent dataset. Fig. 9 shows the cumulative match characteristic curve (CMC) for methods listed in Table 4. As evident from these results, reducing the embedding size from original value of 256 negatively impacts the overall recognition accuracy.

3.2.3 Tsinghua Latent Dataset Results:

Similar to the earlier results, we evaluated the performance of the proposed method using the emulated latent images for Tsinghua Distorted fingerprint database. Table 5 presents the latent fingerprint identification accuracy for various algorithms. While the overall performance of the algorithms are higher on this dataset than the performances on earlier datasets, proposed algorithm achieves superior results compared to the others. Due to the poor minutia extraction of AEC in [2], we have not reported performance results for the method of [2] on this dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Tsinghua Latent Rank-1</th>
<th>Tsinghua Latent Rank-5</th>
<th>Tsinghua Latent Rank-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMC [17]</td>
<td>85.71</td>
<td>92.86</td>
<td>96.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC [3]</td>
<td>94.64</td>
<td>95.60</td>
<td>97.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinNet</td>
<td>99.40</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Rank-1, rank-5 and rank-10 identification accuracy values for Tsinghua Latent Test Dataset using the proposed method and earlier methods in the literature.

3.2.4 FVC 2004 Sensor Dataset Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>FVC 2004 DB1 A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MinNet(Ours)</td>
<td>98.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepPrint [6]</td>
<td>97.53%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verifinger</td>
<td>96.75%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovatrics</td>
<td>96.57%*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. TAR@FAR of 0.1% values for FVC 2004 DB1 A Dataset using the proposed method and earlier methods in the literature. * Results are taken from [6].

In order to compare performance of MinNet in sensor
fingerprint recognition task, we generated a match score for each sensor image by comparing it to images in FVC2004 DB1-A dataset similar to [6], resulting in 2800 genuine matches and 4950 impostor matches. Table 6 presents TAR@FAR of 0.1% performance for various algorithms (including [6] which is current considered state-of-the art).

The results show that MinNet outperforms earlier proposed methods as well. This shows that proposed method works well for sensor recognition tasks in addition to latent recognition tasks.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a novel local minutia embedding model for latent fingerprint recognition problem. Local embedding vectors generated for a fixed neighborhood around a minutia are used in the local similarity assignment algorithm to produce a global similarity match score. Proposed method has been evaluated on several public and private datasets as shown in Tables 2, 3, 5 and 6. For EGM Test dataset consisting of 5560 latent and rolled image pairs, proposed method achieved a rank-1 accuracy of % 92.39 while the best performing method of existing studies achieved a rank-1 accuracy of % 85.88. As part of this study, we have also created two new databases for latent image recognition studies using CycleGAN latent image emulation model. As show in Table 3 and 5, proposed method achieved the best performance for these databases as well; yielding a rank-1 accuracy of % 95.57 and % 99.40, respectively. As shown in our experiments, MinNet produces state-of-the-art results not only for latent recognition task but in sensor recognition task as well.
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